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Expert Nymphing Secrets 
In the last 10 years innovations in fly lines, leaders, fly rods and flies along with 

techniques have made nymph fishing a far more successful method for modern 

fly fishers. The intent of this eBook is to point out what has not been obvious to 

many fly fishers. Fish in streams and lakes take most of their food underneath the 

water’s surface. Nymphs, fished effectively, can be a fly fisher’s path to catching 

more fish. 

Unfortunately, many fly fishers never get this needed instruction in nymph 

fishing. Nymphing can be simple or maddeningly frustrating. It all comes down to 

dead-drift presentations and strike detection. Without the use of a strike 

indicator, you will miss at least 70 percent of the strikes fish make on your nymph; 

with strike indicators, you should detect and hook 70 percent more of the fish 

that strike your fly.  
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This eBook is designed to provide you with the techniques you need to detect 

strikes when nymphing. You will also find here a selection of the basic nymphs 

needed in a well-rounded nymphing fly box. The list can be greatly expanded to fit 

your local situations. For instance, if you are primarily a spring-creek fisherman, 

you will want to include nymphs that are specific to the spring-creek environment 

that you fish. If you are primarily a stillwater fisherman, fishing western lakes, you 

will probably carry a nymph box loaded with a variety of Chironomid pupae 

imitations and damselfly nymphs. 

Getting started in successful nymphing should open doors to many new fly-fishing 

adventures for you. Panfish, for instance, feed heavily on nymphs in both rivers 

and stillwaters. River smallmouth bass feed on nymphs the way trout feed, thus 

nymphing techniques that work for trout also work for them. If these fisheries 

exist near your home, they can provide as much excitement as trout fishing. 
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The largest fish-trout and bass have their protective holding, and often feeding, 

lies in the deeper water of streams. They normally hold and feed near bottom, 

which makes fly presentation to them difficult for all but the most proficient fly 

fishers. The techniques presented here should allow you to fish successfully for 

those often-unseen trophies. 

The fact is that expert nymphing techniques are far more difficult to achieve and 

are more demanding than dry-fly fishing techniques.  

Getting started correctly and spending time on the water developing your skills 

are the keys to success. Use the knowledge that these experts have provided. It 

will help you launch a whole new adventure in fly fishing the water column from 

the bottom to the top. 
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When to use a Nymph 

Catching trout on nymphs is easy once you learn a few basic techniques to use 

when fishing different water types. Using nymphs to catch fish out of rushing 

pocket water, for example, requires different methods than convincing a spring-

creek trout to sip a #20 midge larva. With a little onstream practice, you can use 

these nymphing basic to catch more and larger trout. The techniques work well 

because fish feed most often near the bottom and only occasionally at the 

surface. 

 

You’ll need the following tackle. Rod - Many rods can work, but a long 9.5 to 11 ft  

lightweight 3, 4 or weight, fast-action graphite rod works best because it allows 

you to control the line and set the hook quickly. The same rod can work for fishing 

dry flies and emergers. 
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Drift Fly Rod Designed for NYMPHING 

 

Reel - Any good fly reel can work, but it pays to get one with a drag system to help 

control large trout.  If you can find a reel that balances well with the rod and is 

lightweight.  Hi-Sticking methods have the fisher fully extending your arm.  A 

heavy (mass) setup can tire you quickly. 

Lines- A weight forward floating line is adequate for most stream nymphing, but 

for still waters you might also want sinking-tip or full-sinking lines. 

Leaders and Tippets- A long 9- to 12-foot leader with a fluorocarbon butt section 

can help you present your fly properly and follow its drift, which is particularly 

difficult when you fish a nymph blind in deep or cloudy water. The fluorocarbon 

section also helps indicate strike to your fly. For most nymphing, a 3X, 4X, 5X, or 

6X tipper gets the job done. 
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Indicators and Weights- Carry a variety of indicators and split-shot or other 

weights. Adjusting the weight on the leader for each specific situation is a key to 

catching good trout on nymphs. 

Pocketwater Techniques Using Nymphs 

POCKETWATER NYMPHING is short-line fishing; 30 feet is a long cast. Use a 10- to 

12-foot leader with 5 to 6 feet of fluorocarbon material in the butt section. Make 

a short cast up-and-across, working the fly on a dead-drift through the pockets. As 

the nymph moves across in front of you, hold the rod up at a 45-degree angle. 

Often the line is completely out of the water with only a foot or two of the 

fluorescent leader butt section slicing into the currents. 
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Getting immediate control of your line is critical. Usually the trout nail the nymph 

as it hits the water. Most beginners simply miss their strikes, because they don’t 

have control of the line and do not spot the strikes as they happen. Learn to stop 

your cast with the rod tip low to the water, and raise it smoothly to pick up the 

initial slack line. Control excess slack by moving your rod to the side as your fly 

drifts down-stream with the currents. 

If the water is faster and you need to strip in line to keep it under control, place 

the line under the index finger of your rod hand quickly-just before the fly hits the 
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water on the forward cast. Immediately take a few strips and remove the initial 

slack while you raise your rod and follow the line across and downstream. 

 

If you are right-handed, learn to control your line with your left hand unless you 

have to strip in line in which case you use the “line under the index finger” 

method described above. Controlling your line with your left hand allows you to 

strike more quickly and to clear the line with less trouble once you hit a big fish. 

On casts where you can control the slack by just raising your rod, you are ready to 

strike immediately when you see your line or indicator hesitate in relation to the 

current speed. If you do need to strip in line, make two or three initial smooth 

strips and then get the line back into your left hand, rather than keeping the line 

under the index finger of your rod hand. 

For most pocket water, fish upstream, working the pockets either across or up-

and-across. By approaching the trout from below, you are less likely to scare them 

with your movement or by discoloring the water as you wade. 

Adjusting Weight to get your Nymph Down 
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PICK THE RIGHT AMOUNT of weight to add to your leader of each pocket or pool, 

and continually adjust the amount of weight needed for each situation. Put all the 

weight just above the tippet knot on your leader, for 15 to 18 inches above the 

fly. When using either weight or an indicator, a tippet that’s too long can result in 

missed strikes. Trout can spit out a fake nymph quickly, and even a little slack in 

your tippet gives the fish a chance to pick up and reject your nymph before you 

detect a strike. 

 

You need to get your fly close to the bottom quickly. Use weighted nymphs, but 

remember, for the nymph to look lifelike to the fish, it must drift freely with the 

currents. To get the fly deeper, use more weight on your leader until you feel the 

fly or weight ticking bottom. 

Nymphing Riffles 

Use the same basic nymphing technique in riffle water. In large streams or rivers, 

survey the layout of the riffle and decide how to fish it effectively before stepping 

into the water. Concentrate on the part of the riffle where it drops off into deeper 

water at the head of a pool. Trout love to lie in such spots, since the riffles are 

well oxygenated, and it’s where most of the insects live in the stream. The trout 

have easy pickings there. 
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Work the inside corner of the riffle first, using shot casts, and then work out into 

deeper, faster water. In some large riffles, you many need to fish “blind”, just 

covering water until you find a concentration of trout. Then slow down and fish 

the water more thoroughly. Every stream has barren water-bypass it and spend 

time fishing spots where trout concentrate and feed. 

 

Fish the riffles up-and-across, out-and –across, or across-and-down, depending on 

your read of the water, wind, and sun. Put the wind and sun at your back to make 

things easy. Adjust the amount of weight on your leader carefully. In fact, deep 

water, where the trout lie three to four feet deep, you may need as many as three 

BB-size split-shot to reach bottom. 

You may also need to make longer casts in such water. Getting a good dead-drift 

there can be difficult. Learn to throw curve or reach cast so the line lands 

upstream of the fly. This allows the fly to sink quickly. Mending is also important. 

If you need to mend line, do it immediately after the fly hits the water and then 

throw in additional mends or “stack mends”, which throw additional slack into 

the line allowing the leader to have time to sink.  Try to eliminate as much drag as 

possible, and concentrate on watching your line, leader, or indicator for the take. 

Don’t expect a trout to jerk the rod out of your hand when it takes the nymph. 

Most strikes are subtle and similar to the fly snagging bottom. The rule is to strike 

quickly at any indication of a take. You must quickly learn to distinguish strikes 
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from snags. Set the hook as soon as you see your line or leader start to slow down 

in relation to the current. Don’t wait until it stops, or the fish will have time to 

eject your nymph before you strike. 

Buoyant form indicators are effective when fishing riffles. Use a larger indicator 

for faster water, and a smaller one for slower water. Place the indicator on your 

leader, closer to the fly than to the end of your line.  

 

Keep it at least 18 inches above your fly for slow or shallow water, but move it 

three to five feet from the fly in deeper water, especially when you are fishing 

from a boat. 

When you use a large, buoyant indicator, you can use a small split-shot placed 

eight to ten inches above the fly without sinking the indicator. It’s a deadly 

technique, since it eliminates most of the slack in your leader system but still 

allows the fly a lifelike drift. 

Fishing riffles during caddis emergence and some mayfly hatches calls for a 

different approach. If you see trout coming up with slashing rise forms, pick an 

emerging pattern and fish it down-and-across, on a tight line. This is one of the 

few times to forgo the dead-drift techniques. 
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Make a cast across-stream and throw several mends to get the fly down. As the 

line tightens on the swing, the fly will move toward the surface, simulating the 

rise of an emerging caddis pupa or mayfly. Be ready for an immediate run when 

the fish takes. It’s easy to break off a tight line. 

Nymphing Techniques for Slow Waters 

Nymphing in slower water situations requires different techniques. Wear glare-

cutting polarized glasses to spot trout in shallow, clear flat water. In this fishing, 

don’t watch the line or leader; instead concentrate on the fish and its feeding and 

movements. Look to see the trout open its mouth slightly and suck in a nymph or 

other aquatic food. 

Often the fish make a quick side-ways movement, slow down, and suck in the 

nymph. For this fishing use only lightly-weighted (#16 to #20) nymphs, and place 

the cast two to four feet above the fish. 
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Casting accuracy is critical, especially if a hatch is in progress and the fish are 

reluctant to move more than a few inches for drifting nymph. Gauge the distance 

it takes your fly to sink to the trout’s level and place your cast accordingly. It’s 

important to cast as close to the fish as possible, yet still get a good presentation 

and a drag-free drift. 

Watch the current speed and estimate how long it takes your fly to reach the 

fish’s position. When it’s there, if you see the fish make a movement in one 

direction or another-or open its mouth-set the hook. It doesn’t hurt to strike each 

time your nymph passes the fish, just in case you don’t see it take the fly. Rarely 

does your strike scare the fish if it has not taken the fly. It the fish moves quickly 

to one side or ahead and then slams on the brakes, set the hook. 

In deep or fast water, use the same visual-nymphing techniques even if you can’t 

see the fish clearly. Look for movement of darker shapes or the flash of a trout 

turning to take a nymph. First locate the fish or its likely position and then work 

on it. 

If you make six good drifts past the fish with no success, change patterns. When 

you find the right pattern, the fish often take it immediately. 

When fishing visually, you’ll often see fish charging around their holding position, 

taking everything that comes down the pike. They are easier to catch than the 

ones you spot just lying there inert. Don’t waste time on lethargic fish unless they 

are big. 

In flat water, where there is glare, grease the leader to within a few inches of 

small fly and watch the leader floating in the surface tension. Strike when it starts 

to get pulled under. It’s a deadly technique on lakes, sloughs, ponds, or any 

flatwater when throwing an indicator over fish might scare them. 

You can adjust the depth to which your nymph sinks simply by how far out you 

grease your leader. The technique works only for small nymphs that are not heavy 

enough to pull the whole leader under. Make sure your nymph has enough 

weight to break the surface tension when it hits the water on the cast. If the wind 
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riffles the water or if you find that casting over fish with a small indicator won’t 

spook them, then use a small fluorescent yarn indicator. 

Cut a one- to two-inch piece of yarn and split it in half. Tie a double overhand 

knot in the leader about five inches above the tipper knot. Insert the yarn, and 

pull the knot tight. Use scissors or clippers to trim the yarn to about 1/4 to 3/8 of 

an inch (smaller for smoother flows). 

 

Fluff the yarn into a ball with your fingers, add some fly dressing, and begin 

fishing. Keep the tipper short, and keep the indicator not more than 24 inches 

from the fly. If you can see the indicator easily, trim it more to make it smaller-it 

will cast more accurately and spook fewer fish when cast over their heads. To 

remove the yarn indicator, tease the yarn out of the knot and pull it tight. The 

double overhand knot remains above the tippet knot and will not adversely affect 

the leader. The weakest link will still be your tipper knot or the fly connection. 
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Deep Water Nymphing Techniques 

Deep water nymphing is perhaps the most difficult. Trout often lie in this kind of 

water when they aren’t feeding actively, but they’ll take a nymph if you present it 

in front of their nose with a good dead-drift. Trout lie in three to four feet of 

water, along the edges of eddies, or midway back into a pool, well away from the 

fast water at the head of the pool. 

The keys to success are obtaining as close to a drag-free drift as possible and 

getting the fly down to the level of the fish. You must cast a longer line-father 

upstream and with less weight-to get a better drift as the fly crosses in front of 

the fish. 

Use all the casting and mending techniques you can to get the fly deep with the 

minimum weight on your leader. The lighter rig catches more fish because it gets 

a more lifelike drift of the fly when it sinks to the fish’s level. 

Curve casts, reach casts, and tuck casts can help you get the right presentations, 

allowing your nymph to sink quickly before it is affected by drag. To help get the 

fly down once the fly hits the water, quickly mend and throw slack into the 

system by feeding mends out into the current. Increase the length of your drifts 

by feeding short mends into the system as it continues across and downstream. 

Use a long fluorocarbon butt leader and a high-visibility fly line for this fishing. On 

longer casts you must watch the tip of the (a Permanent marker can make it more 

visible) or where the fly line enters the water, rather than your leader.  Many 

leader manufactures are providing high visibility leaders with changing colors to 

help the fly fisher see it. 
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To cover water quickly you can “walk the dog.” Make a medium-length cast across 

the stream, make two upstream mends, and then wade downstream at a pace 

just a little slower than the current, fishing the nymph on a perfect line down-and-

across stream. This makes a great presentation and covers a lot of water. When a 

fish takes, slow down and fish that water thoroughly. 

Fishing a nymph from a drifting boat is a variation of the same theme. Make the 

cast across the stream, usually toward the bank, make a mend, adjust your slack 

and let it cruise. Just be ready when that big fish hits. 

Stillwater Nymphing at its Best 

When sight-fishing shallow clear stillwaters, first attempt to spot fish cruising 

shorelines or weed-lines in search of food. Cast the weighted nymph two or three 

feed ahead of the moving fish. Let it sink, then gently left the rod tip and let the 

fish intercept the upward-moving fly. Watch for the movement of the trout to the 

fly and the wink of white when it opens its mouth to take. Lift the rod tip and 

gently strike to set the hood.  

When using a floating line, you can use a strike indicator to effectively blind-fish 

nymphs on stillwaters, especially if you have a slight ripple on the water’s surface 

to give the submerged nymph a gentle natural dance. A tow yarn indicator will 

slowly dance over each wavelet. The nymph below will slowly dance up and 

down, emulating the dance of natural “wiggle nymphs.” The takes will be 
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indicated by only a slight hesitation of the indicator as it climbs a wavelet. You 

must watch the indicator like a hawk for “something different” in its natural 

movement.  

To long-line nymph-fish deep lakes effectively without a strike indicator, you can 

use either floating lines or sinking lines. Uniform-sink lines allow you to maintain a 

straight-line link between you and your nymph so that you can feel the strike. A 

very slow hand-twist retrieve is the imitative motion you need to match the slow 

movement of natural nymphs and leeches in stillwaters. 

Your nymphs should be fished where the fish are-along shorelines, weed bed 

fringes, and points of land. In this fishing, one- or two-nymph droppers can be 

attached to the leader to increase your chance of success. A black or olive Bunny 

Leech tied on the tip with one or two #18 or #20 midge imitations tied on as 

droppers, creates a deadly Stillwater rig.  

 

Intermediate lines are effective in this fishing because they sink slowly and can be 

fished just beneath the surface (where wind can blow a floating line). Use the 

count-down method to fish different depths. Count the seconds while the line 

sinks lower and lower in the water column to determine the fly’s depth.  
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Let the line sink until it gets to where the fish are holding or feeding. Try different 

depths to find the fish. If you fish a floating line without a strike indicator on lakes 

and ponds, use very long leaders (18 to 21 feet) and long (9 – 10 foot) soft-tipped 

rods to make the gentle lifts needed to hook large fish on light tippets without 

bread-off. 

Favorite Nymph Flies 

 

 
 


